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Description of lecture

The lecture is conceptualized as an introduction to 
political aspects of European integration. The focus is on 
the Brussels phase of the European policy cycle, with 
special attention to political processes in and between 
EU institutions. Also, a block within the lecture will be 
dedicated to theories and models used in the analysis of 
European politics. Furthermore, the lecture draws 
common lines between the different disciplines which 
compose the MA program in European Studies at 
Viadrina, i.e. economics, law, and various sub-
disciplines within the cultural sciences department.



19.10. Introduction – European 
Studies and political science

14.12. Policy-making in Europe II: 
Balanced policies 

26.10. Theorizing European integration 4.1. Policy-making in Europe III: 
Nation state dominated policies 

2.11. How to write a term paper in a 
German university

11.1. Between Paradise and Power: 
Europe in the World

9.11. Integration and Europeanization 
– a conceptual framework

18.1. European politics and democracy

16.11. The institutions of the European 
Union I

25.1. Towards new paradigms? The end 
of integration and EU skepticism

23.11. The institutions of the European 
Union II

1.2. Final exam

30.11. Guest speaker: Where are we 
with the Lisbon Treaty

7.12. Policy-making in Europe I: 
EU dominated policies 

Plan of lecture



− Regular Attendance
− exam (Klausur)
− 6 ECTS credits (no other option 

available)

Certificate/Schein
requirements



Beichelt, Timm / Choluj, Bozena / Rowe, Gerard u.a., (Hrsg.), 2006: 
Europa-Studien. Eine Einführung. Wiesbaden: VS Verlag für 
Sozialwissenschaft.

Hix, Simon, 2005: The Political System of the European Union. 
Second Edition. New York: St. Martin's Press.

Schuppert, Gunnar Folke / Pernice, Ingolf / Haltern, Ulrich, (Hrsg.), 
2005: Europawissenschaft. Baden-Baden: Nomos.

Wallace, Helen / Wallace, William / Pollack, Mark A., (Hrsg.), 2005: 
Policy-Making in the European Union. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press.

Wessels, Wolfgang, 2008: Das politische System der Europäischen 
Union. Wiesbaden: VS Verlag für Sozialwissenschaft.

GUIDELINE: BUY TWO OUT OF THESE FIVE BOOKS

Basic literature



Today

I. Hi – how are you?
II. European Studies and affiliated scientific

disciplines
III. Challenges to European Studies



How are you?

Talk to the neighbor next to you and find 
out

- Where he/she is from
- Why he/she enrolled in a program of 

European Studies



Today

I. Hi – how are you?
II. European Studies and affiliated scientific

disciplines
III. Challenges to European Studies



II. European Studies

- Real areas of European integration
- Adequate scientific disciplines
- Scientific disciplines and their 

mutual references
- EU research versus European 

studies



Real areas of
European integration

Economy Law

Culture Politics



Real areas of
European integration

Economy
- Common market
- External trade
- Adaptation of national 

economies to global 
and European trends



Real areas of
European integration
- European Community, 

European Union
- Primary Law: treaties
- Secondary law:

- directives (Richtlinien),
- regulations (Verordnungen),
- decisions (Entscheidungen)

- Arenas of jurisdiction

Law



Real areas of
European integration
- EU/European integration
- Europeanization
- National polities/politics/ 

policies in comparative 
perspective

- Regional and/or national 
and/or European and/or 
global politics

Politics



Real areas of
European integration

- One and many histories
- One and many societies
- One and many identities
- One and many ways of 

life

Culture



II. European Studies

- Real areas of European integration
- Adequate scientific disciplines
- Scientific disciplines and their 

mutual references
- EU research versus European 

studies



Academic disciplines

Economics
(Wirtschafts-
wissenschaft)

Law
(Jura bzw.

Rechtswissenschaft)

Cultural studies / 
cultural sciences
(Kulturwissenschaft)

Political science / 
social sciences

(Politikwissenschaft)



Academic disciplines 

Economics
(Wiwi)

- Common market
- External trade
- Adaptation of national 

economies to global and 
European trends

Reference: general economic 
theory
EU as one case among many



Academic disciplines

- European Community, European 
Union

- Primary Law: treaties
- Secondary law:

- directives (Richtlinien),
- regulations (Verordnungen),
- decisions (Entscheidungen)

- Arenas of jurisdiction

Law
(Rewi)

References: European and national law (systems)
EC/EU law between international law and state-
like elements



Academic disciplines
- EU/European integration
- Europeanization
- National polities/politics/policies in 

comparative perspective
- Regional and/or national and/or 

European and/or global politics

References: Political aspects in 
multi-level perspective
„Sui generis“ approaches and

general political science toolbox

Political Science
(Powi in Kuwi)



Academic disciplines
- One and many histories
- One and many societies
- One and many identities
- Values and orientations

references: historic, societal 
and cultural developments in 
Europe and its nations
Hugh variety and diversity with 
regard to scientific approaches

Cultural Studies/ 
cultural sciences

(Kuwi)



Synopsis: academic disciplines
and European Studies

- Economics: variations of general 
economic theory

- Law: EC/EU law (and its relation to 
other law systems)

- Political science: sui generis 
approaches + disciplinary toolbox

- Cultural sciences: interdisciplinary 
diversity



II. European Studies

- Real areas of European integration
- Adequate scientific disciplines
- Scientific disciplines and their 

mutual references
- EU research versus European 

studies



Mutual references

Economics
(Wirtschafts-
wissenschaft)

Law
(Jura bzw.

Rechtswissenschaft)

Cultural studies / 
cultural sciences
(Kulturwissenschaft)

Political science / 
social sciences

(Politikwissenschaft)



Mutual references

Economics
(Wirtschafts-
wissenschaft)

Law
(Jura bzw.

Rechtswissenschaft)

Cultural studies / 
cultural sciences
(Kulturwissenschaft)

Political science / 
social sciences

(Politikwissenschaft)



Mutual references:
fields of research (1)

Economics
(Wirtschafts-
wissenschaft)

Law
(Jura bzw.

Rechtswissenschaft)

- Juridical aspects of economic activities in EU
- Property rights in transnational settings
- Economic consequences of EC jurisdiction



Mutual references:
fields of research (2)

Economics
(Wirtschafts-
wissenschaft)

- Economic culture(s)
- Property rights and 

their contingent 
interpretation

- Cultural contexts of 
homo oeconomicus 
assumptionCultural studies / 

cultural sciences
(Kulturwissenschaft)



Mutual references:
fields of research (3)
- Political culture(s) in Europe
- (Cultural) context(s) of political institutions in 

national and EU capitals
- Styles of political decision-making
- Contingent political symbols

Cultural studies / 
cultural sciences
(Kulturwissenschaft)

Political science / 
social sciences

(Politikwissenschaft)



Mutual references:
fields of research (4)

- European jurisdiction and 
national implementation

- Juridical competencies on 
EU and national levels

- Interaction schemes 
between COM, ECJ, and 
national administrations

- Political functions of ECJ

Law
(Jura bzw.

Rechtswissenschaft)

Political science / 
social sciences
(Politikwissenschaft)



Mutual references:
fields of research (5)

- Cultural context(s) 
of juridical 
institutions

- Contingent effects 
of implementation

Law
(Jura bzw.

Rechtswissenschaft)

Cultural studies / 
cultural sciences
(Kulturwissenschaft)



Mutual references:
fields of research (5)

- Cultural context(s) 
of juridical 
institutions

- Contingent effects 
of implementation

Law
(Jura bzw.

Rechtswissenschaft)

Cultural studies / 
cultural sciences
(Kulturwissenschaft)



Mutual references:
fields of research (6)

Economics
(Wirtschaftswissenschaft)

- Political correction of 
market effects

- Political action and homo 
oeconomicus assumption

- Economic policy 
between EU and 
national politics

- EU policies with relation 
to economic sector 

Political science / 
social sciences
(Politikwissenschaft)



Mutual references
(focus of lecture)

Economics
(Wirtschafts-
wissenschaft)

Law
(Jura bzw.

Rechtswissenschaft)

Cultural studies / 
cultural sciences
(Kulturwissenschaft)

Political science / 
social sciences

(Politikwissenschaft)



Which means…
- Political science – the pure thing

- EU/European integration
- Europeanization
- National polities/politics/policies in comparative perspective
- Regional and/or national and/or European and/or global politics

- Political science + law
- European jurisdiction and national implementation
- Juridical competencies on EU and national levels
- Interaction schemes between COM, ECJ, and national administrations
- Political functions of ECJ

- Political science + economics
- Political correction of market effects
- Political action and homo oeconomicus assumption
- Economic policy between EU and national politics
- EU policies with relation to economic sector 

- Political science + cultural studies
- Political culture(s) in Europe
- (Cultural) context(s) of political institutions in national and EU capitals
- Styles of political decision-making
- Contingent political symbols



II. European Studies

- Real areas of European integration
- Adequate scientific disciplines
- Scientific disciplines and their 

mutual references
- EU research versus European 

studies



EU/European studies

- Institutional versus regional focus
- Integration + Europeanization versus 

multi-faceted developments in the 
economic, societal and political sphere

Re-integration of various fields of EU 
research
European Studies and their orientation 
function



Today

I. Hi – how are you?
II. European Studies and affiliated scientific

disciplines
III. Challenges to European Studies



Challenges
- Political relevance versus scientific 

autonomy
- Advisory function versus knowledge creating function
- The ambivalence of „pro-Europeanism“

- Necessity of large scientific and real-world 
knowledge base; huge knowledge gaps

- Trans-European interpretation of symbols 



19.10. Introduction – European Studies 
and political science

14.12. Policy-making in Europe II: 
Balanced policies 

26.10. Theorizing European integration 4.1. Policy-making in Europe III: 
Nation state dominated policies 

2.11. How to write a term paper at a 
German university

11.1. Between Paradise and Power: 
Europe in the World

9.11. Integration and Europeani-zation 
– a conceptual framework

18.1. Can Diversity be Handled in the 
EU?

16.11. The institutions of the European 
Union I

25.1. European politics and 
democracy

23.11. The institutions of the European 
Union II

1.2. Towards new paradigms: the 
end of integration and EU-
scepticism

30.11. Guest speaker: Where are we 
with the Lisbon Treaty

8.2. Final exam

7.12. Policy-making in Europe I:
EU dominated policies 

Next week



...Thank you for your 
attention !!
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